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THE SPORTPLANE BUILDER



MAKING FITTINGS Part II



By Antoni I Tony I Bingelis EAA Designee Program Advisor



8509 Greenflint Lane Austin, Texas 78759



ABOUT ANYONE can take a piece of metal, bend it to a 90 degree angle and trim the excess off both ends to make a satisfactory fitting for his airplane. That is one way, a fool-proof way of making angle fittings that is as practical as it is predictable. Making your bent parts that way, you don't have to know about bend allowance set back, sight line, mold line and neutral axis . . . or how to use that information to your advantage. Well, you say, if I can bend accurate enough fittings without messing with formulas, tables and charts, why should I bother about getting familiar with some other,



more demanding methods, and have to learn new terms besides?



Several reasons. Not all fittings are angles consisting of a single 90 degree bend. A number of fittings have two or more bends, and in some instances, the angle of bend may be greater or smaller than 90 degrees. When making something like a battery box, for example, the material dimensions (flat pattern) must be established before any bending can be started. Sometimes, even the sequence of making the bends is impor-



tant. Take for example a "U" fitting (channel) that must be made to fit snugly between some other parts. How large a piece of metal must you use? How would you determine where to make the bends so that part would fit? Trust to luck and use the trial and error method? You would waste a lot of material that way before you got one just right. Or what if you are building an all-metal



airplane and have a lot of aluminum angles to bend. You'd find it very wasteful to pre-cut large pieces for bending and then later have to trim them to size. The trial and error method of bending metal has its place, but under certain conditions could become a very time consuming way of building. Then, too, here's another reason. It is possible that you might become interested in obtaining your FAA Airframe Mechanic license. Quite



a few builders have obtained theirs, after receiving credit for the FAA's mandatory practical experience requirement, simply because they did construct an aircraft. They still had to pass a written examination, of course, and possibly answer a few questions thrown in by the inspector. One area of questioning regarding the builder's aircraft knowledge often explored by the inspector has to do with metal working. After all, aren't most present day aircraft all metal? Even those that aren't have a lot of metal parts in them, so any knowledge or experience gained in metal working is important. Yes, it is handy to know how to lay out flat patterns which have been compensated for bend allowance and have the necessary set-back established and sight (or brake) lines clearly drawn. Understand the meaning of each of the following terms, and where and how each is applied and you should be able to lay out, make and bend metal parts with confidence. 12 OCTOBER 1980



Lay Out Procedure . . . Select the Radius of Bend



This is the easiest requirement to understand because most of us are already familiar with the fact that metal has a minimum radius around which it can be bent.If the bend radius is too small (too sharp) the resultant stresses and strains in the metal will weaken the part



and perhaps cause it to crack . . . later, if not immediately. Incidentally, many builders are not aware that aircraft fittings are normally bent cold nor may they realize that the cold bending strain-hardens the metal slightly and makes it even more vulnerable to cracking unless a reasonable bend radius is used. Tables giving the minimum bend radii are available from somewhere, I suppose, but not knowing of a source I submit the following abbreviated table of minimums which were derived from reliable USAF and FAA references. The numbers are presented as a function of the thickness of the metal sheet for making 90 degree bends. MINIMUM RECOMMENDED BEND RADII FOR 90 DEGREE BENDS



(In terms of approximate metal thickness)



Sheet Thickness Aluminum Alloy



.016 .032 .064 .125 .188 .250



2024T-3



6061T-6 7075T-6



'



It It 2t



2t It 3t



3t It 3t



*4t 2t 4t



4t 2t 5t



5t 2t 6t



It It It It Aircraft Steel 4130 It It *2024T-3 aluminum sheet 1/8 (.125") should never be bent around a radius less than 4t or 1/2", etc., etc.



NOTE: A good rule is to never bend any kind of metal around a radius less than its own thickness. Notice that the hard tempered aluminum alloys require much larger



radii than does 4130 steel. Annealed steel and aluminum parts can be safely bent around smaller radii than can normalized steel or hardened (tempered) aluminum alloys but they should



never be installed in aircraft unless the material has been heat treated after forming. If a very small radius is bad then a very large radius



must be good . . . you know there must be a flaw in that kind of reasoning! A large radius is, indeed, good if its location and use permit it. However, for the most part, a fitting with a very large radius may result in the attachment bolts gouging the metal in the bend area . . . a most unsatisfactory condition. Determine Set-Back



An angle fitting cannot be laid out to exact dimensions unless you first know where the bend begins. This point (line) is called the set-back. Set-back is actually the distance as measured from the point where the bend begins (or ends, depending on how you look at it) to the
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METAL BENDING NOMENCLATURE FIGURE I.
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MAKING DRAG/ANT-DRAG WIRE FITTINGS



MAKING "U" SHAPE FITTINGS - FIGURE 2.



fittings base line or mold point. This length actually consists of the bend radius and the thickness of the metal.



(Figure 1 — SB = R + T) Therefore, to find the dimensions for the flat portions of the fitting you must sub-



tract the radius plus the thickness of the metal from each leg of the fitting to find the point where the bend tangent line will be. That's all there is to set-back for any part that must be bent to form a 90 degree angle. A



part that must be bent to a larger or smaller degree must have its set-back figured in a slightly different manner. The set-back for bends greater or smaller than



90 degrees is normally obtained from standard set-back



tables (not included in this article). After you have your dimensions for the fiat (unbent) portions of the fitting, you are ready to accommodate the bend allowance. Figure Bend Allowance



Bend allowance and set-back are often looked on as a baffling mystery to many builders who are used to



TAPERED BLOCK



'ft-///-?.



r /-/11.1 /1L t /. i / v ••'/III HI(4) IF NECESSARY- TURN FITTING OVER AND ADJUST OPPOSITE ANGLE



practicing the cut, bend and fit method of metal working, but it shouldn't be at all. Both bend allowance and set-back are measured from a common point . . . the bend tangent line. Remember, that is the point where the bend begins. The difference between the two is that the set-back is measured along a straight line while the bend allowance is measured along the radius of the neutral axis in the bend. Bend allowance determination is based, primarily, on the thickness of the metal, the radius of the bend used and the number of degrees through which the bend will be made. Better take another look at Figure 1 to make sure your mental and visual images are the same. There are several ways of determining the amount of bend allowance for laying out a fitting prior to bending it. Here are a couple of them. SPORT AVIATION 13



The Formula Method of Determining Bend Allowance A scholarly means of determining bend allowance is through the use of a simplified empirical formula which assumes the neutral axis in a bend to be in the middle of the metal and not at a point — .445 x t from the inside of the bend radius where it is really located. This mathematical transgression apparently doesn't affect the accuracy of the formula method: BEND ALLOWANCE (BA) = (0.01743R - 0.0078UN R stands for the preselected inside radius of bend (use decimals of an inch) t is the metal thickness . . . also in decimals of an inch N is the number of degrees of bend to be made in the metal Here's how you put it all together: Let's assume you need to find the bend allowance needed for a .040" part which must be bent to a 60 degree angle around a "4" (.250 inch) bend radius. Let's proceed. R is .250 inch t is .040 inch N is 60 degrees Using the BA empirical formula (.01743R + .0078t)N, the arithmetic works as follows: BA = (.01743 x .250 + .0078 x .040) x 60 BA = (.00435 + .00031) x 60 BA = .0046 x 60 Answer: BA = .2796 or .280 inch (reduced to a fraction, about 9/32 inch) NOTE: The Bend Allowance Table shows that the bend allowance for a .040" metal part bent 60 degrees, as in the above example, is .00468 per degree of bend, or .00468 x 60 which equals .2808'. That is quite close to the answer obtained using the empirical formula above . . . and a lot easier to determine. If your memory is no better than mine, you will probably forget the formula by the time you need to use it. . ,



THE PROBLEM HOW TO MAKE FITTINGS HAVING NARROW FLANGES



IF YOU NEED TO MAKE SOMETHING LIKE THIS PROCEED AS FOLLOWS



BEND ALLOWANCE TABLE



RADIUS GAGE .020



.025 .032 .0 
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proof quality and as long as the film is unbroken, it will provide superior ... closely for cracks or signs of undue stress before you de- cide that the fitting is good ...
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GLUE JOINT once assembled, as in a laminated spar boom for example, must be assumed to be safely bonded. There is no practical way to test it without.
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Sep 12, 1980 - stallation and alignment problems which would not exist if the structure were in one piece. Don't let these introductory remarks dupe you into ... off and other even more serious consequences. ... soon develops into a mental attitude h
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roughly sketching each control unit and tallying the items needed at each end. In any cable operated system, for example, you will need at least 7 turnbuckles.
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A filler neck should have a large enough diameter .... DRILL HOLES TO IMPROVE ... pipe threaded portion which screws directly into the fuel ... WEIGHT OF.
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such as frames, bulkheads, longerons, control surface trailing ... because solid wood pieces are difficult to bend. What Is ... glues used in aircraft construction.
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getting your airplane ready for painting, you, like many of us ... initial assembly of the airplane. Typically, an ... primarily for the purpose of rigging the controls and ...
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scale, these models might well be midget clones of the big birds NASA uses for the piloted tests. Wind tunnel test models and radio control test models constitute ...
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work. 3. Cutting out the spar web light- ening holes to save weight and to ... Supporting the spar for riveting in an approximately level attitude, and at the same height as the ... IS IT FOR STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY OR FOR COSMETIC ENHANCEMENT? .... ill
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ton. Lycoming sends out those expensive engines in plain ol' card- board boxes. .... at an angle to match that of the dynafocal mount. In order to get the bolts in ...
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"Each has its own peculiarities, limitations, advantages ... struction plans or construction manual for your project. ... adhesive to repair their picture frame, mend a ...
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is normal, there is no immediate risk in continuing your flight provided the redline oil .... SPORT AVIATION. A copy of the arti- cle can be ordered from the EAA.
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provided it can handle all the electrical ... I hope you don't learn later that some of the major electrical equipment and ..... SCHEMATIC WIRING DIAGRAMS.
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There are two good reasons for this odd state of .... mere 25 hour mandatory flight test period. NOTE: I ... automatically peg their mandatory flight test period at 40 ...
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your bolt-on engine accessories and parts should have ... to most any nearby engine bolt, and the other terminal to a ..... greater and efficiency is reduced. To.
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Customer Service: 800-362-3490 ... application and service manuals listing. FAA approved plugs for a ... The following books by Tony. Bingelis are available ...
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of an aircraft structure, is really not dif- ficult. ... plywood (like aircraft wood) is approxi- mately 12%. ... angle to the frames can help reduce the effects of humidity ...
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JP INSTRUMENTS. 1-800-345-4574. (714) 557-5434 ... Brass Molded Plugs. Delent Volume Control .... check to your Cockpit Check List. Useful Information.
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the event of fire, give off toxic fumes. The smoke and .... LEADING EDGE PROTECTION. PROP/ROTOR .... niques (A Builder's Handbook, 350 pages) - $20.95.
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have considered the overall appear- ance, head ... we see so many differences in canopy shapes and in ... is, by far, the safest type of installation because ... available. One of the simplest is the fixed windshield and the side-hinged canopy. ... s
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Well, now that the cowling mold is completed, what next? ... on the mold, where you intend to sepa- rate the ... Use a flexible straight edge and orient ... the foam and plaster debris that will be sticking to ... heavy brush coat of polyurethane var
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The trick is to keep it cool, man. Keep the fuel lines cool, the gas- colator cool, the engine driven fuel pump cool, and you will probably have eliminated the vapor ...
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with wood and would be comfortable working with it ... start construction almost immediately on your dream .... moval of the fuselage frame from the jig extremely ...
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that leaks. Testing a tank for leaks is relatively simple and may be done several different ways. ... find, the procedure could be risky. Here is a safer way to ... 1/4" diameter 5052 aluminum tube vent line in the tank, .... instrument panel. One fi
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